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This article is a sign of the times. Just about as I am posting this piece on the Internet, tickets are going 

on sale for an upcoming April 10 Denver show by Bruce Springsteen and the E Street Band. Now 

normally, I would be in the fray trying to snag some tickets. I've seen Springsteen and company many 

times and know that it would be a good value. But no, not this year. This year I really cannot justify 

buying the tickets- I just can't afford them. 

 

It isn't that the ticket prices are out of line- they're actually kind of reasonable for a big time show- in the 

$50-100 range. But it's my own problem. I don't really have even an extra $50 to throw into anything 

but daily survival. That's why I find myself being content to write about what I got for free- which was 

yesterday's Super Bowl half-time performance by Springsteen. 

 

What I saw was a lot of crowd-rousing fun- more fun, I dare say, than what was going on during the first 

half of the game between the Steelers and the Cardinals. My reaction was- this is why they need rock 

and roll for the Super Bowl- because when the big teams are struggling against each other on the field, 

rock and roll can just kick in and go for broke. It gives some of the same thrill of a break-through football 

play, but without all the waiting and tension. That is, it gives the same thing if the performer is right. 

 

Springsteen was certainly up to the task last night, immediately slapping hands with the fans 

surrounding the Super Bowl stage, as well as directly cajoling the television viewing audience into feeling 

a part of the moment. But it wasn't just Springsteen that was working, it was the massive E Street Band 

as well that kept everything thoroughly active. This is part of Springsteen's strength- not only is he a 

dedicated performer, but so are the cast of characters in his band. By surrounding himself with vivid 

bandmates, Springsteen is always surrounded by an upbeat crowd. 

 

But then again, at the Super Bowl, the crowd in general seemed upbeat and ready to rock. The arena 

roared when Springsteen asked "Is there anybody alive out there?" as he continually worked the fans 

within his reach and did a nice stage slide right into one of the cameras.  



 

Oh, yeah, Springsteen and band played music too. They started out with the funky "Tenth Avenue 

Freeze-out," quickly shifted gears into "Born to Run," brought out a huge choir to support a rousing 

taste of Springsteen's new anthem "Working on a Dream," then finished off with some straight rock and 

roll fun- "Glory Days" complete with changed lyrics just for the Super Bowl. It was all delivered with a 

devil-may-care passion and intensity, if not exact muscianship. 

 

But, really, it was the PERSONALITY that was on stage for the Super Bowl that was the most important 

thing. The whole short set opened with Springsteen's famous back-to-back pose with saxophonist 

Clarence Clemons, an iconic image that has come to be as much a part of the proceedings as the music. 

Springsteen and guitarist Steve Van Zandt had a little sassy banter towards the end of the set- about 

how it was time to go, but they were having so much fun they thought they'd stick around and play 

some more- a fake referee appearing to throw a flag for delay of game. The corniness of it all still works 

wonders and the half-time performance by Springsteen and company was bouyant and uplifting, thanks 

to some familiar music, but mostly because these old friends were still out there mugging around. 

 

That is what makes a Springsteen show so great live- is the feeling that everyone's in this one big rock 

and roll gang and there's comfort in numbers. At a real show, the audience becomes part of the gang, 

playing along with the antics on stage- and rocking to the familiar tunes as well. It's a feeling that makes 

for warm memories, which makes Springsteen's shows a return destination time and time again. Last 

night's Super Bowl show gave a pretty good taste of that and the marketing genius of having blocks of 

show tickets go on sale the day after the Super Bowl should work wonders for sales. A lot of people will 

want to feel the comaraderie of a Springsteen show again- or get a lot more of what they picked up 

from the Super Bowl spot. 

 

But for me, the point is that I HAVE to be happy with seeing the same Super Bowl show millions of 

others saw. I have to pass on the real thing- Springsteen's mastery of the stage and the full blast of the 

band and the momentum and the general riot of rock and roll- the stuff that can't be projected by a 

television set. I'm thankful I got a taste of it, somehow over the mass media, but the tickets to really ride 

that train in April will just slip out of my hands. Meanwhile, I've got bills to pay. 


